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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper, "The Steps and Procedures in the
Construction of a Track and Field Facility," is to determine on the
basis of material presented within this paper the most acceptable
materials, techniques, procedures, placements, etc. with regard to
the construction of a track and field facility.
The main source from which material will be taken will be that
of a survey conducted by the staff of the Athletic Journal magazine.
This survey was conducted because of the many questions the editors
were receiving in regard to various problems of track and field
construction.
In an attempt to answer these questions as scientifically as
possible, three major track coaches were asked to submit questions
which they felt should be included in a questionnaire with regard
to the construction of a track and field facility.
From the answers received from these men, as well as the
inquiries received in the offices of the Athletic Journal and
Athletic Institute, a three page questionnaire containing thirtyfour questions was prepared and mailed to college track coaches
picked at random from the United States and Canada.
school was not considered.

The size of the

The only point which was considered was

1

2

that the school had a track.

From this number, 177 replies were

received, a return of about fifty-eight per cent. 1
Various coaches pointed out in their returns that different
climatic conditions in various sections affected the construction of
tracks.

With this in mind, the staff of the Athletic Journal

arbitrarily divided the country into four sections.

In the East were

placed those states east of the Ohio and north of the Mason Dixon
Line.

In the South are to be found the generally recognized southern

states plus the states of Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas.

In the

Middle West are the states from Ohio on the east to the Mountain
states on the west and north of the Mason Dixon Line.

The Western

section comprises the Mountain states and the three Pacific Coast
states.
Unless otherwise designated, the above mentioned sections of
the country may be recognized as follows:

E-East, M.W.-Middle West,

S-South, and W-West.

111 survey of Track and Field Facilities," Athletic Journal,

XXXII (January, 1952), pp. 20-22, 57-62.

CHAPTER II
PLANNING
"To plan is to form a scheme or method for the doing of something. 112

A plan, in almost all instances, precedes anything that is

constructed.

A plan may vary from a mere idea to a complete set of

blueprints and carefully prepared specifications.

The planning of

new facilities, however, involves considerably more than the birth of
an idea.

It includes all the processes which are essential to the

completion of a facility.
Two aspects of planning that are fundamental if a facility is to
be good are "cooperative" and 11 functional" planning.3
The chief administrative official, which in most cases is the
superintendent of schools, should be responsible for the planning of
new facilities.

There may be others involved in approving plans, but

the over-all responsibility of the planning rests with the top
administrative official.
2Athletic Institute, Planning Facilities for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation, A report prepared by the Athletic Institute
for the National Conference on Facilities for Athletics, Recreation,
Health and Physical Education (2d ed.; Chicago, 1956), p. 1.
3M. Alexander Gabrielsen and Caswell M. Miles, Sports and
Recreation Facilities for School and Connnunity (New Jersey: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1958), p. 37.
4 Ibid.
3

4

A principle basic to good planning is that those who will eventually use the facility should have a part in its planning.5

Often

times there are individuals living in a connnunity who may possess
talents and abilities that in the long run, may make them valuable to
the planning team.

This is essentially what is meant by "cooperative"

planning. 6
The procedures which are required in the development of any outdoor facility or building may vary according to the philosophy of the
particular agency for which the facility is to be constructed.

However,

the steps which are outlined by Gabrielsen and Miles in their text,
Sports and Recreation Facilities for School and Community, give a
general idea of the procedures involved, and may with variation be
applied to most school situations.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The idea of a new facility is born within an individual,
or as the result of group discussion.
The actual need for the facility is determined. The
question of "why do we need this facility? 11 must be
answered.
Visits to similar facilities in the community or adjacent
communities are made by the individual or group with the
idea of becoming familiar with similar types of facilities.
Data on cost of construction and operation of such a
facility are obtained.
The idea originator or group now submits the idea to the
appropriate administrator. This is usually the person's
immediate superior (supervisor, principal, director, etc.).
The supervisor, etc., then determines whether further
preliminary study is desirable and usually involves other
members of the staff in the discussion.
The idea, accompanied by collected data, is presented to
the board, connnission, or any other form of managing
authority for its consideration.

5

8.

The managing authority (board, conunission, committee,
etc.) may establish a planning group involving professional and lay people to study further the need for
the proposed facility.
9. After the necessary study is made of the educational or
recreational needs, the planning group makes specific
recommendations back to the managing authority on such
matters as: (1) desirability of project, (2) need for
special consultants or services, (3) general scope of
the project, (4) suitable site or sites for the
facility.
10. The managing authority interviews several architects, and
on the basis of criteria established by them selects the
architect for the project.
11. The selected architect receives statement of educational
or recreational needs and specifications and draws up
preliminary plans and cost estimates.
12. Preliminary plans and cost estimates approved by the
managing authority.
13. Discussion of the plan for financing and the possible
selection of bond attorneys, if necessary, by the managing authority.
14. Managing authority begins to promote idea with public
through the newspapers, radio, television, public
meetings,discussion groups, special brochures and special
displays of proposed plans in prominent places.
15. Submit issue to the voters for approval if necessary.
(In some instances public hearings must be conducted
before a referendum is held.)
16. If the plan is approved by voters, draw up educational or
recreational specifications for the facility for the
architect.
17. Contract with the architectural firm for the preparation
of final drawings and specifications. (It usually is the
same firm that drew up the preliminary plans.)
18. Approval of working plans and specifications by the
managing authority and any other approving body, such as
the State Department of Education, and Public Works
Department.
19. Advertise for bids on construction and equipment.
20. Opening of bids and awarding of contract for construction.
One of the steps involved in this process is the legal
approval of the contract and the establishment of the
schedule of payment.
21. Supervision of construction. There are usually two kinds,
one supplied by the agency for which the facility is being
constructed and the other by the architect who drew up the
plans. In some instances both are used. Supervision by
the architect is usually written into his contract.
22. Progress reports to the managing authority on various
stages of construction (such as grading of site, excavation,
etc.).
~

6
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Inspection and acceptance of facility by the contracting
agency (managing authority).
Construction contract completed.
Insurance arrangements made.
Equipment, supplies, and machines brough in.
Staff orientation to facility. Instructions in care and
use of the facility.
Dedication of facility and occupancy of premises.
Periodic inspection of facility, checking for operating
deficiencies for which contractor is responsible.7

The chief school officer is usually responsible to a board or
connnission for the planning of any new facility. 8

Often times this

chief officer will delegate a considerable portion of the responsibility
to members of his staff.

In order that nothing is overlooked the person

in charge should prepare a checklist as a guide.

A typical checklist

is shown below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Has the actual need for the facility been fully determined?
Have the people who will be operating the facility had a
part in the planning?
Have the operating and maintenance costs been determined
and incorporated in the budget, so that when the facility
is completed funds will be available for full operation?
Has it been determined that the architect has on his
staff specialized technical services, such as site
planners, etc.?
Have all the legal implications been explored and legal
advice sought in connection with bond elections?
Has a time schedule for planning and construction been
worked out?
Have lay and professional connnittees been established to
assist in the preparation of the recreational and educational specifications and requirements?
Have all local building codes, state regulations, and
laws been considered in the planning?
Is the proposed site for the facility the best possible
location, adequate for both present and future needs?
Is the facility part of a master plan of school or
connnunity recreation development?

7Ibid., PP· 37-38.
sibid., p. 38.
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.

Has it been determined that the contractors who bid on
the plans are qualified to handle the job?
Has the administrator in charge made a list of all the things
that need to be accomplished in a sequential order?
Has resource material been provided for individuals and
groups to study in helping to arrive at desirable specifications?
Has provision been made for the planning group to visit
other similar facilities in the conununity or adjacent
conununities?
Has the eventual program to be conducted in the facility
received consideration in order to help establish size
and design of the facility?
Has the planning taken into consideration population
growth and possible changes in the social structure of
the conununity?
Has someone been designated as the "clerk of the works"
or inspector who is qualified to do a thorough job of
checking the construction with the plans and specifications?
Has the expected life of the facility been determined and
incorporated into the planning and specifications?
Have the equipment needs been included in the cost estimate?
Have careful procedures and criteria been established to
select the architect?
Has a policy been established for effective working
relations between such people as the builder, surveyor,
etc.?
Have the services of professional advisory groups at the
local, state, and national level been sought? (State
departments, county planning groups, fire departments,
safety engineers, and various federal departments.)
Has a procedure been established to handle all "change
orders" in order to prevent hasty changes to plans which
were carefully developed over many months?
Has the conununity interest been placed above personal and
political interest in the selection sites, awarding of
contracts, and in the general planning of the facility?9

The architect is a key figure in the planning and construction of
any new facility, and should be brought into the planning picture as
soon as the board or managing authority has approved the project.lo
Architects should be carefully selected.

The board should establish

criteria for the selection based on local needs and professional
8Ibid., p. 38.
9Ibid., pp. 38-41.
10rbid., p. 41.

8

architectural ethics.

The American Institute of Architects, or AIA,

have available a "Standard Form of Questionnaire for the Selection of
Architects for School Building Projects. 11 11
General guides in the selection of architects are:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

No architect should be selected merely because of local
residence, friendship, or artistry of his sketches.
Once a tentative selection of three or four architects has
been made, visits should be made by members of the board
to facilities recently completed by the architects in
order to see at first hand the kinds of construction they
have completed. By talking with the local superintendent
it is possible to learn about the ethical and businesslike relations of the architect with the board, contractors,
and others involved in the planning and construction of the
facility. Other questions that might be raised are: Did
he complete the work on time? Were there many "change
orders?" Was the final cost more or less than the original
estimate? Was he willing to take suggestions?
Each architect should be interviewed, individually if
possible, in order to obtain necessary information and
provide him with the opportunity to explain the services of
his office and to demonstrate some of his work.
Architects who propose to violate the codes of the
architectural profession should not be hired.
Because an architect has never constructed a facility of
the type desired, it does not hold that he is not competent.
The architects who designed the Swimming Stadium at the 1956
Olympic games at Melbourne, Australia, had never before
designed a swimming pool. The architect who has creative
imagination, a willingness to learn through research and
study, and the ability to cooperate can usually overcome
any lack of experience.
It is essential to obtain a clear determination of the
services which are to be rendered under the architect's
fee. This should be included in the architect's contract.
Particular items to watch out for are: The extent of
engineering services provided under the fee; the type of
supervision provided during the actual construction; and
the number of sets of plans and specifications that are
to be provided.
A time schedule should be agreed upon by the architect and
the board in order to establish target dates for completion
of various phases of the project.
It is best to engage a local attorney to handle the legal
problems related to the building program. The cost of legal
service should be figured as a part of the cost of the
facility • 12

11 Ibid., pp. 41-42.
12

Ibid. , p. 42.

( .

9

The architect, of course, must be supplied with certain specific
information in order to draw up the plans properly.

This information

may contain the following data:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

The connnunity's conception of what the facility should be
like. This is important since it represents the philosophy
of the planning group. If it is not adequately set forth
the architect will come up with his own conception which
might be in conflict with the function the facility is to
serve.
Location of facility.
Topographical survey of the site including the result of
borings to determine foundation requirements, type of soil,
etc.
Availability of funds and the approximate amount to be
spent.
Suggested size of the facility as related to the number of
people expected to use it (peak capacity and average daily
use).
The nature of the program and ages of prospective users.
Any special design features.
Any special features related to lighting, storage, and
materials to be used in construction, such as asphalt
surface, cinders, drinking fountains, and any other special
features.
Any special safety features that should be incorporated
such as fences, night lights, etc.13

The above requirements must be carefully planned and all potential
users, both professional and lay, should have the opportunity to contribute suggestions.
officials.

Discussions may be held between architect and school

The architect often times may be able to give considerable

advice and suggestions.
For most layman to learn that one facility costs twice as much
as another facility of approximately the same size, can be quite per1

plexing.

However, it should be realized that there are many factors

which influence the ultimate cost of any facility.
are:

The major variables

Cost of the land and preparation of site for use; cost of labor

at the time of construction; design, cubage space, and total square
13rbid., p. 42.

10
footage of facility being planned; climatic conditions; extent of landscaping; "frills" or "gingerbread" included in the construction.14
The standard budget items which are used for the construction of
the facility usually include the following:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Preliminary cost: Acquisition of site; site development;
legal fees; cost of bond issue; promotion and publicity;
preliminary architect fees for preparation of preliminary
plans; consultant fees (educational or specialist).
Architectural fees: Preparation of architectural and
engineering plans (working plans); supervision of construction; engineering requirements.
Construction cost: Building contract and sub-contracts;
supervision cost ("clerk of the works"); building
permits.
Equipment and furniture: (up to fifteen per cent of the
total budget); For stands, stadium structures, etc.
Insurance.
Contingencies: (usually up to ten per cent of total cost).15

In sunming up all of the above, the following sixteen principles
may serve as a guide in planning any new facility:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

The facility should be planned to meet future demands as
well as present.
The facility should implement the kind of program desired.
The concept of the multiple use of a facility should
receive due consideration in the planning period.
People who will be affected by the facility should have a
part in its planning.
The location of any facility should be influenced by a
master plan of the community or the school system.
The needs of the people to be served must be accurately
determined at a part of the planning stage.
There must be cooperation between educational consultants,
planning groups, architects and administrative officials
in the planning of facilities.
The chief administrative official responsible for construction should have a clear-cut plan of procedure to
guide his actions.
Facilities should be located where they will receive
maximum use.
Maximum flexibility of design should be sought in order to
easily effect change if future needs so dictate.

14rb id. , p. 43.

15Ibid., p. 44.
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

The facility should be planned to achieve maximum safety
of all participants and provide a healthful environment.
The facility should comply with all local and state laws
and other regulations, including professional standards.
The operating and maintenance cost of the facility must
be considered in the planning stage.
When the cost of rehabilitating a facility exceeds fifty
per cent of the cost of replacement it is more prudent
to raze the old facility and construct a new one.
The effect any facility may have on adjacent properties
and the co111llunity and neighborhood as a whole should
receive careful consideration.
"A thing of beauty is a joy forever." This concept
should not be lost sight of in planning a new facility.
It is often overlooked in the haste to acquire new
facilities. The Acropolis in Athens and the Coliseum
in Rome are examples of facilities whose beauty has
survived the span of time.16

Errors in planning may vary, depending upon the local conditions,
philosophies, etc., of the particular agency for whom the facility is
to be constructed.
Some general errors in planning are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Fields located too far away from the center of the campus
to prevent their being used regularly.
Drainage is often times poor. The surfaces are dangerous
and no provisions are made for all kinds of weather.
Running tracks are too often built without the services
of a surveyor to insure official width and distance.
Jumping pits, insufficient in number, have been constructed with unprotected side walls.
Courts and fields are not situated properly for the needs
of the players and spectators.
Failure to provide a sufficent number of water outlets
for drinking and sprinkling purposes, and failure to have
them placed at strategic positions.
Failure to provide better materials for construction which
would result in considerable saving in maintenance costs
are in direct relationship to construction costs.
Providing too much subdrainage, which deprives the turf
of needed moisture.
The failure to take into consideration the following
factors in determining the most suitable surface for a
given area: (1) Climate, such as freezing, thawing,
heat, and rainfall, (2) Natural soil conditions, (3)
Location and size of area, (4) Type of activities to be

16Ibid., p. 45.
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carried on, (5) Length of the playing season, (6) Intensity of use, (7) Availability of materials, (8) Initial
costs and maintenance costs.
9. Failure to realize that different climatic and soil
conditions necessitate the use of various types of
grasses, in different parts of the country.
10. Having the baseball field overlap the football field
and running track. Baseball and track seasons overlap
resulting in interference; the curbed track is detrimental to ball playing; and the skinned infield is
disadvantageous to a good football field.
11. Placing the scoreboard where it cannot be seen by all
spectators.
12. Many of the surfaces are abrasive, hard on the participants' feet due to lack of resiliency, slippery, hot
or soft in the summer, or they soil participants'
clothes.
13. Failure to install water pipes and other plumbing before
the area is surfaced. Pipes should be laid while the
grading is being done, in order to save expense.
14. Using pipe that is not large enough to serve future as
well as present needs. Not having the pipe laid below
the frost line if climatic conditions necessitate it.
15. Failure to determine the position of lights in outdoor
areas before work is begun, in order that conduits for
wires may be laid before surfacing is completed, and
poles and other equipment may fit in with the general
plans for the area.
16. Failure to have sufficient room between the football
field sidelines and the edge of the track to allow for
certain field events to be carried on in front of the
grandstands.
17. Failure to have outdoor fields and courts properly
orientated in order to make them more comfortable for
players and spectators. Rectangular fields should be
constructed north and south so that the sun is at
right angles to the normal flight of the ball.17

17Fred E. Howell, "Cotimton Errors in Planning Facilities,"
Athletic Journal, XXXII (April, 1952), pp. 46-50, 63.

CHAPTER III
CONSTRUCTION
Upon the completion of all planning procedures, discussed in the
previous chapter, actual construction of the facility may begin.
Running tracks are usually planned either oval in shape, or an
oval with a 220 yard straightaway.
The length of the track is usually 440 yards, or one-fourth of a
mile, although a few courses measure 293 1/3 yards or one-sixth of a
mile. 18

The measurement of an oval track is taken from a line twelve

inches outside the inner curbing, or pole, of the track, on the theory
that the average runner traverses the circuit on that path.19
The width of the track may range anywhere from twenty-one feet
to forty feet.

A lane fifty inches wide permits the use of a hurdle

forty-eight inches wide, thus requiring twenty-five feet for six lanes,
or thirty-seven and one-half feet for nine lanes.20
Within the questionnaire mentioned previously which was distributed
to college coaches throughout the United States and Canada, a question
with regard to the width of the track on the curves and backstretch and
straightaway was included.

The preference on the number of lanes for

18George T. Bresnahan, W. W. Tuttle, and Francis X. Cretzmeyer,
Track and Field Athletics (5d ed.; St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Company,
1960), p. 499.
19 tbid.
20ibid.
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14
the curves and backstretch is shown in Table 1, and for the straightaway
in Table 2.
According to the survey, the coaches throughout the country feel
that the track should be six lanes wide on the curves and backstretch
and eight lines wide on the straightaway.
The most practical track is a circular one measuring four laps
to the mile, having a 120 yard straightaway on one side where the 120
yard high hurdles and the 100 yard dash may be run.21
A 220 yard straightaway is also desirable, but not essential.
Without it, however, the 220 yard dash and the 220 yard low hurdle
events must be run around a curve.
The question of whether or not to elminate the straightaway
entirely was one of the questions also mentioned in the survey of college
coaches. 22

The question was included at the time the survey was taken,

which was 1952, because of the then approaching Olympics.

The 200 meter

dash and longer races in the Olympic Games are run around the curve.
Seventy-eight per cent of the coaches were opposed to the elimination of
the straightaway. 23

The sectional averages agree with the national

average, with the sectional averages as follows:

Middle West and West

seventy-six per cent; South seventy-eight per cent; East
per cent. 24

eighty~s:ix

One California coach, in favor of the elimination of the

2 1Thomas E. Jones, How to Build a Track (Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Press, 1955), p. 4.

University of

2211 survey of Track and Field Facilities," Athletic Journal, XXXII
(January, 1952), pp. 20-22, 57-62.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
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TABLE 1
CURVES AND BACKSTRETCH a

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Lanes

E.

Lanes
Lanes
Lanes
Lanes
Lanes
Lanes
Lanes

08.3%
12.3
79.4

M.W.
02.0%
04.0
52.9
04.0
31.3
05.8

s.

w.

09.4%

-- %

56.2
09.4
21.8

44.5

03.2

05.5

50.0

a"Survey of Track and Field Facilities," Athletic Journal, XXXII
(January, 1952), pp. 20-22, 57-62.
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TABLE 2
STRAIGHTAWAY b

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Lanes

E.

Lanes
Lanes
Lanes
Lanes
Lanes
Lanes
Lanes

11.1%

bibid.

66.6
14.9
07.4

M.W.
10.9%
01.9
50.9
09.0
25.4
01.9

s.

w.

9.7%
09.7
54.8
06.5
19.3

04. 7%
38.2
09.5
33.3
14.3

17

straightaway, stated that:

"My answer is partly influenced by a realiza-

tion that in track we are being faced with the necessity of increasing
spectator appeal, and anything to bring the action right in front of
the better seats will improve attendance. 112 5

In somewhat the same vein,

a Middle Western coach suggested that the straightaway be constructed
down the middle of the infield for the 100 yard dash and 120 yard high
hurdles.
The ideal track usually is laid out with approximately a 100 foot
radius for the curves.

However, the radius of the curves of an official

quarter-mile track can vary from ninety to 120 feet, with most ranging
from 100 to 110 feet. 26

In regard to this point the coaches throughout

the country feel as follows:

The suggested track layout in the track

rules calls for a radius of 104.4 feet or 120 yards for the length of
the arc.

Thirty per cent of the replies on the questionnaire agreed

with the rule book.

Twelve and one-half per cent wanted a shorter

radius, and the remaining 57.5 per cent wanted a longer radius.

Six per

cent wanted a radius less than 100 feet and 13.7 per cent wanted a
radius longer than 110 feet.

The average radius desired by those

answering from within the Middle West area was 106.4 feet; for the West
106.6 feet; for the South 107.0 feet; and for the East 110.1 feet.27
One Eastern coach stated:

"Theoretically the speed of the track in-

creases with the radius--the radius should be 120 to 130 feet. 11 28
25 Ibid.
26Jones, loc. cit.
27 11 survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
28 tbid.

18
Another Eastern coach amplified the question by stating that the radius
depended upon whether the conference ran the lows, 440, and/or the 880
out of the chute.

If not, he preferred the regulation radius.

If the

chute were used a shorter radius could be employed. 29
The actual layout, of necessity, will have to conform to the
existing area in which the track is to be placed, as well as to the area
allowed for accommodations outside the track for the spectators, etc.
One of the first steps in laying out a track is to determine the
radius of the curves which will best fit the area.

It should be taken

into consideration that track measurement is based on the inside curb
and that the width of the track must be added to that measurement.30
Having determined a radius point at one end of the field, swing
a steel tape around in a complete circle, 31 as shown in the following
illustration.
To find the distance from one radius point to the other radius
point, the following formula should be used:
2R x 3.1416 (R is the radius of one curve).
This gives the distance around both curves.

Subtract this number from

the total length of an official quarter-mile track, which is 1320 feet,
and divide by two to obtain the distance required on each straightaway
and also to determine the opposite radius point.32
29rbid.
30Jones, loc. cit., pp. 4-5.
31Ibid.
32

Ibid.
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Example:

Assuming the radius is 100 feet, and, using the formula

2R x 3.1416, the total distance for the curves is 628.32 feet, or
314.16 feet on each curve.
leaves 691.68 feet.

This number subtracted from 1320 feet

Divided by two, this equals 345.84 feet, which

is the length of each straightaway and also the distance between the
two radii points.3 3 See figure one.
Since official tracks are measured so that the inside curbs are
set in twelve inches from the actual radius, the distance from one
straightaway curb to the opposite curb would be 198 feet, while the
track measurement actually would be 200 feet.34
The shape of the track will vary with the length of the radius
which was selected.

A long straightaway is considered an advantage

because a straight course is easier to run than a curved one.35

In

general, Jones suggests that if at all possible the amount of curved
running and straight running be approximately the same in distance.

A

radius of 105.4 feet would make the length of each arc correspond
approximately to the length of each straightaway, which would be 330
feet.36
Drainage should be considered in the construction of a track and
field facility.

The drainage problems vary with the inunediate surround-

ings of the field and its subsoil.

Land which is sandy will require

less artificial drainage than heavy subsoil.
33 rbid.
34rbid.
35 rbid.
36Ibid.

Where artificial drainage
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Fig. 1.--Diagram of track layout
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is required, storm sewers and catch basins may be placed inside and/or
outside the track itself.

Climatic conditions in various parts of the

country dictate particular drainage needs and type of construction.37
The drainage system used for the track facility will in most
cases also be used for the drainage of the football field or area within
the track.
One plan for draining the track and infield area is indicated in
the following:

Under the track and about two feet from the inside curb

open joint agricultural tile drain lines should be installed in a bed
of broken stone or screened gravel.

Two-thirds of the surface of the

joints are covered with a strip of wire

on tar paper.

The drain lines

connect to four leading type catch basins or dry-wells in areas where
ground water is not encountered.
storm sewer line.

Otherwise they may be connected to a

The catch basins are located roughly in the four

"corners" of the track and about ten to fifteen feet from the track
curb.

An inexpensive but effective catch basin can be constructed

using two sections of thirty inch diameter reinforced concrete pipe set
on a twelve inch deep bed of gravel and a drain type top grating.

Where

impervious material is encountered, a subsurface tile field is a
commonly used method of drainage.

The grading of the area inside

leading to each of the four catch basins.38
Following the plan for drainage, excavation of the area may begin.
within the survey of college coaches, a question was asked with regard
to the ideal depth for the excavation of the track.

Seventeen coaches

_37 11 survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
38Gabrielsen and Miles, loc. cit., p. 126.
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pointed out that the depth of excavation depended upon climatic conditions and the nature of the soil itself.39

Several mentioned the

necessity of going below the frost line, while a number said the depth
of excavation depended upon the amount of rainfall and porosity of the
soil.

Four coaches reconunended that the bottom of the excavation slope

from the outside to the drains under the curb.

A

Western coach stated

that in his inunediate locality the soil is largely clay and adobe, and
the excavation must be two feet deep, in order to substitute a more
porous material for the clay.

A coach from Michigan writes that due to

the sandy nature of their soil no artificial drainage is necessary and
the excavation is only five inches deep.
of uniformity among the four sections.

However, there is a great deal
The average depth for the East

was twenty-three inches; for the West twenty-two inches; for the Middle
West 20.4 inches and for the South 19.5 inches, with the average depth
for the country being just under twenty-one inches.40
Following the excavation, and the establishment of tile, catch
basins, etc. for the drainage of the track, work may begin on the
curbing.

The inner edge of the track as defined by official rules shall

be solid curb approximately two inches above the level of the track,
with the upper surface of the curb rounded. 41
Materials which may be used for the construction of the curb are
concrete, asphalt, treated wood, or steel.42
39 11 survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
4 0ibid.
41 Ibid.
42Bresnahan, Tuttle, and Cretzmeyer, loc. cit., p. 504.
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Within the survey of college coaches, questions regarding the
height, width, and materials for ideal curbs were included, with the
results showing that only forty per cent of the coaches answering the
questionnaire favored a curb as high or higher than the rules suggested.
The average height for the entire country is 3.3 inches.

The West has

closest to the suggested height with a 3.6 inch average.

The Middle

West average was 3.3; the South 3.1 and the East three inches.

Two

Eastern coaches wanted the curbing flush with the top of the track. 4 3
There was also close agreement with regard to the width of the
curb.

The average for the country was 4.3 inches.

The sectional

averages were South 4.0; East 4.1; Middle West 4.4 and West 4.5 inches.44
The rules state that the curbing should be rounded on the top,
and several of the coaches indicated this fact.

One coach suggested a

slanting curb, with the slant away from the track.45
Thus, it would seem that a curbing between three and four inches
high and between four and five inches wide is the most desirable.
The material which makes the most ideal curbing seems to be that
of concrete.

The rule book suggests a concrete curbing, and this was

practically a unanimous choice of the coaches answering the questionnaire.

One hundred and forty-three coaches answered this question and

one hundred and twenty-nine specified concrete.

Seven preferred wood

43"Survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
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six desired steel and one indicated rubber was the most ideal material
for the curbing.

Three schools recommended old railroad rails for

curbing. 46
For wood curbings a variety of wood may be used.

For instance,

when the track at Stanford University, Angle Field, was reconstructed
some years back, Mr. E. B. McDonald, Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds at Stanford, used Douglas, fir, while the Ohio stadium curb was
made from yellow pine.47

In both instances the wood was creosoted with

about twelve pounds of oil per cubic foot. 4 8

Some schools in California

have used redwood for curbs, making it unnecessary to creosote.

However,

usually a strip about two inches wide of a different kind of wood was
attached to the top of the curb, do to the fact that redwood splinters
have been known to cause serious infections.49
The University of Iowa at Iowa City, among others, have experimented with curbing of the discarded steel rails.SO

The rails were

approximately thirty feet long and weighed sixty pounds to the yard.
At intervals of fifteen feet a concrete pillar was sunk four feet in
the ground.

Bolts set in fresh concrete permitted an attachment of

flanges to hold the rail secure.

Holes were burned through the rail

46 Ibid.
47Emil Lamar, The Athletic Plant Layout, Equipment and Care (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1938), pp. 60-61.
4 81bid.
49 Ibid.
50Bresnahan, Tuttle, and Cretzmeyer, loc. cit.
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at intervals of five feet at the level of surface of the track, for the
purpose of speedy drainage.51
Curbings on the outside of the track are desirable, but not a
necessity.
Upon the completion of the curbing, the next step is to construct
the body of the track.

Prior to this construction however, a careful

study should be made of the local conditions--the soil bed, temperature,
rainfall, and other weather conditions, and the availability of
materials.
The total depth of the material used in constructing a track is
determined by the amount of money to be invested, as well as such
factors as porosity of the soil, etc.52
Tracks vary in depth from eight inches to thirty-six inches.
However, the best college tracks are usually from fifteen to eighteen
inches in depth.

Some tracks, considered very fast have no greater

depth than eight inches.53
Using eighteen inches in depth as a standard, an example of a
construction table is shown below:
After the track has been excavated to the desired depth of
eighteen inches, the first layer of material should be
applied on the bottom, using from four to six inches of
crushed rock, limestone slabs, slag, broken brick, or
coarse gravel. This should then be leveled to a uniform
thickness and then rolled with a heavy roller. The
second layer of material should be six inches in depth
and should consist of large cinders and-clinkers (as they

52Jones, loc. cit., p. 6.
53rbid.
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come from the heating plant). These should be raked,
leveled, water drenched, and rolled with a five or six
ton roller.
The third layer should be four inches thick and composed
of fine cinders, screened through a one-fourth inch mesh.
This layer should be raked level, soaked thoroughly, and
rolled. A lighter roller (about two tons) should be used
on this layer.
The top dressing is the most important factor in track
construction. Many tracks are spoiled by the lack of
knowledge and care in mixing top surface materials. Most
tracks require a binder-type material added to the cinder.
If cinders are to be used for the top dressing a three
inch top dressing is needed, with four parts finely
screened cinders and one part clay.54
Within the questionnaire sent to college coaches, these questions
were included with regard to:

the number of inches of rough cinders

which should be used in the lower stratum; should the under bed be
rolled with a heavy roller?; what size should the rocks be for bottom
fill?; how many inches of sifted cinders should go over the coarse
material?; and, what is the ideal top dressing?55
In the answering of the first question, the number of inches of
rough cinders which should be put in the lower stratum, there was a
wide divergence of opinion, ranging from an average of six inches in the
South to an average of ten and one-half inches in the Middle West.
The Western states averaged eight inches and the Eastern states 9.4
inches.

Here again the importance of climate is clearly evident.56

Some coaches pointed out that bricks, slag and coarse rock were pre£erred to cinders.

A West Coast coach points out that in his locality

cinders are hard to find, and with the growing use of diesel engines
54 Ibid.
55 11 survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
56 Ibid.
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the problem will become more acute.

A North Carolina coach points out

that the lower part of their track is composed of four inches of stones,
three inches in diameter, and on top of that four inches of clinker
cinders.

A Middle Western coach points out that there should be twelve

inches of rough fill in the lower stratum when the subsoil is clay, and
six inches when it is sandy and stony.

Four of the Western coaches

felt the rainfall should be the deciding factor in the depth of the
rough fill. 57
In regard to the question of whether the under bed (rocks, coarse
cinders, etc.) be rolled with a heavy roller, three-fourths of the
coaches favored a heavy rolling, with the Middle West and the West
agreeing with the national average, while the East was even more
strongly in favor of the rolling, four-fifths of their coaches recotmnending it.

In the South two-thirds favored rolling.58

What size should the rocks be for bottom fill?
answered in a variety of different ways.

This question was

For example, a number of

coaches specified egg-size, others specified fist-size, and for those
giving actual measurements of diameter the average size was 3.2 inches,
and section wise the range was from three to 3.4 inches.59
Several of the coaches indicated broken bricks made an ideal
material, whereas, a Middle Western coach stated they used broken
pottery and found it highly satisfactory.
5 7Ibid.
58 Ibid.
591bid.

Of those who specified the
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material, there seemed to be about an equal chance between crushed rock,
clinkers, and gravel.60
In regard to the number of inches of sifted cinders which should
go over the coarse material, the average of the 120 who answered this
question was 5.08 inches, with the average for the East 5.16 inches;
West 5.18 inches; Middle West 5.07 and for the South 5.0 inches. 61
Among Eastern coaches, seventy-two per cent felt that the ideal
top dressing for a track facility was a mixture of clay and cinders.
The proportions varied from two parts clay and one part cinders to the
most popular proportions of three parts clay and one part cinders.
quite popular, was an even mixture of the two.

Also,

Loam, which is a mixture

of sand and clay with enough of the former present to break up the
cohesive characteristics of clay, was also popular.

One coach suggested

sifted clay and brick dust while another liked to mix in peat moss with
the clay and cinders.62
In the Middle West slightly less than seventy-three per cent
favored cinders and clay or loam.

Again, the mixture varied widely, one

coach favoring two parts of clay to one part of cinders. 63
In the balance of the cases the proportion of clay was never better
than one-half. 64
6 ~bid.

61 Ibid.
6 2Ibid.
6Jibid.
64 Ibid.
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Brick dust was indicated by four coaches, while two coaches preferred wood ashes.

One coach used crushed limestone.

Another coach

used a mixture of sixty per cent cinders, thirty per cent soils, five
per cent fine sand and five per cent brick dust.65
Seventy per cent of the Southern coaches preferred a mixture of
clay or loam and cinders.

One coach stated that the perfect top

dressing was yet to be found.66
In the West, only fifty-five per cent favored clay and cinders for
top dressing.
West.

This is due primarily to the shortage of cinders in the

A number of coaches mentioned decomposed granite and clay.

One

coach used sifted carbon over a clay soil, while another is experimenting with decomposed lava ash, which he stated at the present time
was prohibitive, due to cost.67
Relatively new top dressings which are on the market are those of
asphalt composition.

These too, at present, are very prohibitive with

regard to the initial cost.

Mr. Percy Beard of the University of Flordia at Gainesville, has
been working on the development of such a track, and in cooperation with
the American Bitumuls and Asphalt Co. has designed the Grasstex AllWeather, Non-Maintenance running track for the University of Flordia.68
During the construction of the track at the University of Flordia,
the track necessitated a very accurate sub-grade which was carefully
checked for elevation and slope by means of a straightedge and
65rbid.
66 Ibid.
67rbid.
68An open letter to athletic directors and track coaches, F. C.
Feise Co., on Grasstex All-Weather, Non-maintenance running track,
(Pennsylvania: no date).
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thoroughly compacted.

Through the use of the natural sand aggregate

found at the site, a stabilized sand base was made by placing this
aggregate in windrows and accurately mixing same with an emulsified
This was then accurately leveled and then thoroughly compacted. 6 9

binder.

After the base had been finished, the Grasstex composition surface
was then installed.

This installation was made by means of screed

strips placed on given centers with the material rolled into place within each panel, allowed to cure and was then thoroughly compacted.

This

compaction was accomplished by means of power rollers and rubber tire
rollers so as to insure even and absolute compaction over the entire
area.

After proper curing and rolling the surface was finished with a

Mastic Weather Coat.70
The advantages of such a track include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The asphaltic composition can be placed over material
already on the ground when stablized with asphaltic
emulsions.
Maintenance is inexpensive.
Lanes can be striped permanently invarious colors which
also augments "land identification."
With rubber-soled shoes "Grasstex 11 has a non-skid quality
that inhances footing and minimizes any degree of sides lippage.
Grasstex is sealed into the running strip so that each
lane offers the same performance potential.
Trackmen like the surface which is never spongy like
cinder or clay after a rain.71

Before the construction of the track at the University of Flordia,
several tests were made to determine the durability of the new surface.
One of the experiments involved covering the concrete ramp from the
69 Ibid.
70ibid.
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football field to the dressing room with the Grasstex material.

When

the covering took the rough treatment from the cleats of football shoes
it was felt that the new surface would hold up very well under track
conditions.7 2

See figure two for breakdown of Grasstex.

At the University of Kentucky, construction of another type of
asphalt surface has just been completed.

The track has a rubber-asphalt

surface that is soft, tough, and springy.

The one-inch surface was laid

over a regular asphalt pavement the same as that required for highway
paving in Kentucky.

It is a thirty-two foot track with four foot lanes

marked with highway-type lines that is ready in all types of weather and
never has to be "manicured" as do the "old-fashioned porous tracks. 11 73
The 440 yard track has a 110 foot radius, a 170 yard straightaway
for the 120 yard high hurdles, and is planned so that all races finish
at one line.

The curbs are of concrete four inches wide, painted

yellow, and are flush with the track.

All starts, staggers, passing

zones, and hurdle markers are painted on the track in different colors
and are available for training as well as for meets.

Starting block

holes, with copper sleeves, are sunk at all necessary starts so that the
blocks can be dropped in easily and removed.

No hammering is necessary.74

The total cost for construction of the track and field was approximately $45,000.

The track alone was approximately $23,00o.75

7 2Ibid.
73non Cash Seaton, "The Track of the Future," Athletic Journal, XL!
(January, 1961), p. 8.
74Ibid.
75Ibid.
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A. Laykold White
line paint.

B. Multiple applications Mastic
Weather coat.

c.

Grasstex Cushion
Course.

D. Laykold Leveling
Course.

E. Bitumuls Penetration Base.
Fig. 2.--Grasstex
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An important point to consider in comparing the asphalt composition
with that of cinder is the cost factor.

However, Dr. Don Cash Seaton,

Track Coach, University of Kentucky makes the following statement:
Although we were always in favor of constructing a nonporous
track, the administrative officers asked for figures on the
old style porous track. Much to our surprise, we found that
the cost of constructing a good porous track with an underground watering system would be more expensive than the one
we built.7 6
Returning to the cinder track, the question of just how thick the
top dressing should be is of great importance.

The average depth of

the top dressing in the East, according to the survey of college coaches,
was three and one-fourth inches, whereas in the other sections it was an
even three inches.

Any apparent discrepancy between the depth of

excavation and the three layers of fill, namely, rough fill, sifted
cinders and top dressing is due, in a large measure, to drainage tiles
and methods of drainage.77
The best binder for the top dressing was unanimously clay or loam.
Only eight coaches did not mention one or the other.

One Eastern coach

thinks calcium chloride is the best, while another coach prefers brick
dust, and another topsoil.

A Southern coach states topsoil with no sand

in it, while one other Southern coach does not believe the best binder
has been found as yet.78
The problem of sloping the track either to the inside or outside
comes under the heading of surface drainage.

The water seeping through

the track should find an outlet in a storm sewer, catch basin, etc.

77"survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
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Within the questionnaire, a question with regard to whether the
track should slope slightly away from the curb or not, was included.
The coaches were almost evenly divided on this question, with forty-four
per cent feeling that there should be a slight slope and fifty-six per
cent feeling that the track should be level.
depended upon climatic conditions.
should slope to the outside.

One Western coach said it

If there were wet springs, the track

Another coach said if there were drainage

tiles along the inside the track should be level.
should be a slope to the outside.

Otherwise there

The Middle West, by the narrowest

margin favored a slope, while the other sections were opposed to it.
The South was the least in favor of a slight slope, only thirty-five per
cent favoring it.79
One plan is to have the top surface of the running track several
inches higher than the surrounding terrain.

Outlets in the curbing at

frequent intervals permit surface runoff without the washing of gulleys
in the cinder surface.

The primary reason for the slight grade or fall

from the pole position, is that it would drain the rainfall to the outside edge of the track away from the most used lane of the ovai.80

See

figure three for cross-section of curb drainage.
Upon completion of the running track, or during the construction
of same, the field event areas may also be constructed.
considered include the following:

The areas to be

Broad jump, pole vault, high jump,

shot put, discus, and hanuner.
79Ibid.
80 Bresnahan, Tuttle, and Cretzmeyer, loc. cit., pp. 503-504.
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Track level
Ground level

2" Pipe with screen mesh

t----- over
lower half at
intervals.

-----1 - - - - - - - - __ ..,....____

Fig. 3.--Cross-section of
curb drainage.
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Items to be considered in the construction of the running broad
jump include the following:

runway, take-off board and joist on which

it rests, and landing pit.
The runway should be 110 to 125 feet long, and from four feet to
five feet wide.

The length should be enough to accommodate the athlete

requiring considerable distance in generating the speed of his run.
The width of the path depends on the equipment used to condition it,
but should be wide enough to permit use of power roller, drag, leveler,
or brush. 81
Within the questionnaire of college coaches, a question was included to determine the ideal length of the broad jump runway.

The

nationally specified length for the broad jump runway, on the average,
was 126 feet.

The sectional averages were East 123.l feet; South 124.l

feet; West 127.4 feet; and the Middle West 127.9 feet.

Nineteen and

six-tenths per cent of the coaches specified that the broad jump runway
should be shorter than the pole vault runway, while 17.6 per cent wanted
it longer.

The remaining 62.8 per cent specified the same length for

both runways.

No appreciable difference was noted in any section

except the South where slightly more than fifty per cent of the coaches
specified either a longer or shorter runway for the broad jump than they
specified for the pole vault.

Three-fourths of the Western coaches

specified the same length for both runways.82
The question as to whether or not the runways and pits in the case
of the pole vault and running broad jump, should be arranged to permit
81 Ibid.
82 11 survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
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use, if necessary, from two sides was answered with an overwhelming
majority of the coaches, a total of 86.4 per cent, answering the
question with a "yes."

One Middle Western coach stated that there

were desirable and undesirable features either way.
11

yes" votes by sections is as follows:

South 77.7; and West

72~0.

The percentage of

Middle West 97.0; East 85.7;

A Georgia coach stated that the dual

arrangement of pits and runways was merely an extra convenience.

One

Eastern coach wanted the dual arrangement for particular pits, but not
for the pits used in meets.

A New York coach said the dual arrangement

was desirable but not absolutely necessary.

Along the same line, an

Ohio coach pointed out that the dual arrangement was ideal, but that
ninety-five per cent of the present fields did not have it.

On the

other hand, a number of coaches made their "yes" answer more emphatic
by statd.ilg.

11

definitely, 11 "a must," etc.83

The question of whether or not the same plan for drainage and
building materials as used on the running track should be used in the
construction of all runways, was also discussed in the survey.

Slightly

better than three-fourths of the coaches felt that the runways should
follow the same general construction as the running track.

Those who

answered "no" to this particular questi. on were asked to describe the
manner in which the construction should differ.

Seventeen coaches

indicated the runways should have more clay binder.
wanted the runways built up from ground level.
construction did not need to be as deep.

Eight coaches

Seven stated that the

Six preferred that the runways

be crowned, while two wanted all-weather runways of black top or concrete. 84
83Ibid.
84Ibid.
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The take-off board as defined in the collegiate rules "shall be a
joist eight inches wide and at least four feet long which shall be set
firmly in and on the same level as the ground. 1185
The ground in front of the scratch line, which is the edge of the
board nearest the pit, must be flush with the scratch line.

The National

Federation of State High School Athletic Associations will accept records
made off a wider take-off board,

the maximtnn width not to exceed twenty-

four inches. 8 6
The landing pit should be at least five feet wide, and of a length
adequate to acconunodate the most proficient of jumpers using it.

The pit

may extend from a point ten feet in front of the take-off board to a
point fifteen feet to twenty feet farther on.87
Ordinary builder's sand is preferred as a filler for the pit, and
is most satisfactory when slightly moist.

Loam is also acceptable

provided it is loose, thoroughly spaded, and has no lumps.

The depth of

the pit may vary from twelve to eighteen inches.88
The construction of the pole vault include:

Runway, pole planting

box, and landing area.
The runway should be 125 to 150 feet long and approximately four
to five feet wide. 8 9

As

was the case with the running broad jump, the

85Bresnahan, Tuttle, and Cretzmeyer, loc. cit., p •. 506.
86 Ibid.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid.
89Ibid., p. 505.
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runway should be long enough to satisfy those competitors requiring a
large number of strides in gaining speed.
The width of the runway again depends upon the equipment used to
condition it, but should be wide enough to permit the use of power
roller, drag, leveler, or brush.
The ideal length for a runway, brought out by the survey, on the
national average is 125.5 feet.
national average with 123.7 feet.

The East and the South were under the
Only eight per cent of the coaches

specified a runway of under 100 feet, while over a quarter of the
coaches specified a runway over 140 feet.

One Eastern coach states that

the length of the runways depends upon the vaulters a coach has.

He

states that an eleven feet, six inch vaulter needs a 100 foot runway,
while a twelve foot vaulter needs 115 foot of runway.

A Pacific coast

coach suggests a 130 foot runway with fifty feet of turf at the far end.90
The official rules with regard to the pole-plant box, call for
"a wooden or metal box measuring three feet four inches in length, two
feet wide at the front, tapering to six inches in width at the stopboard which shall be eight inches deep.

The box shall be so placed

that the front and the tops of the side and the stopboard shall be
flush with the ground and the stopboard at right angles with the ground
and placed flush with the landing pit. 11 9 1 A diagram showing detailed
measurements for the planting box are included in each issue of the
official rules.
9011 survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
91Bresnahan, Tuttle, and Cretzmeyer, loc. cit., p. 507.
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The official rules designate a vaulting area of sixteen feet in
width by twelve feet in length, but a larger area is quite commonly
constructed (sixteen feet by fourteen feet).92
No fixed depth of the shavings or sawdust is specified, but
twenty-four to thirty-six inches is considered adequate. 93
The question was raised in the survey with regard to the high jump
and pole vault pits, and whether they should be level with the ground,
built up, or both.

The last part of the question attempted to determine

if the combination of a sunken pit and raised pit was preferred.

In the

East 27.6 per cent wanted them built up, while 3.4 per cent preferred
a combination.

The coaches in the Middle West indicated their choices

precentage-wise as follows:

level--23.3 per cent; built up--56.6 per

cent; combination--13.3 per cent; with 6.8 per cent indicating the high
jump should be level with the ground and the pole vault built up.

The

Southern coaches indicated a marked preference for built up pits, 76.4
per cent so stating, while 14.7 per cent wanted the pits level and 8.9
per cent preferred a combination.

In the West, only eight per cent pre-

ferred pits level with the ground.

The same percentage indicated that

the high jump pits should be level and the pole vault pits built up.·
Sixty per cent of the Western coaches preferred built up pits, whereas
twenty-four per cent preferred a combination.

A major Texas coach

stated that the pole vault pit should be a platform built up eighteen
inches above the ground with gently sloping sides, and the landing pit
92Ibid.
93 Ibid.
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built up another eighteen inches to take out three feet of the vaulter's
fall.

The planting pit is recessed in the built-up platform and the

platform is made of dirt with the slopes grass-covered.94
The ideal material for the high jump and pole vault pits vary
greatly.

Altogether nineteen different answers were given.

Twelve of

these are shown in the table on page 42, with the number answering in
that manner indicated.

The other seven answers, supplied by seven

different coaches are as follows:

(1) A sixteen foot airfoarn mattress,

two feet thick, (2) Shavings on top of canvas-covered springs, (3) Straw
under shavings and sawdust, (4) Cottonseed hulls, (5) Excelsior,
(6) Sawdust over birch bark, and (7) Two feet of loose cinders, covered
with one foot of shavings.95
The items to be considered in the construction of the high jump
include the following:

approach and take-off area, landing area.

The approach is frequently constructed fan-shaped with a slope
away from the landing pit to provide a speedy run-off of rainfall.96
The same plan as holds true for the broad jump area also holds true for
the high jump area, namely, the same composition used for the construction of the oval, may be used in the construction of the high jump
approach and take-off areas.

However, as was noted before, much in the

way of experimentation with asphalt on field event areas, as well as the
oval portion of the track, have taken place.
94 11 survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
95 Ibid.
96 Bresnahan, Tuttle, and Cretzmeyer, loc. cit.
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TABLE 3
PREFERENCE FOR MATERIAL
FOR LANDING PITS c

Material
Shavings
Sawdust
Sawdust and Shavings
Sawdust and Sand
Shavings and Sand
Sawdust or Shavings
Sand
Sand, Shavings and
Sawdust
Tanbark
Sand and Tanbark
Shavings if pits are
covered--Sand if open
Sand for High Jump pit
Cibid.

E.

M.W.

s.

w.

0
3
5
6
7
2
0

13
12
11
12
5
4
3

8
9
7
2
3
3
0

14
4
4
0
0
1
0

35
28
27
20
15
10
3

0
1
1

2
1
0

0
0
2

1
0
0

3
2
2

1
0

0
2

0
0

1
0

2
2

Total
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Essentially, the qualities which the asphalt composition must
possess are:

firmness (does not pull out under spike pressure);

resiliency (does not become too hard); and plasticity (can be reconditioned
or smoothed readily). 9 7 One of the greatest advantages being that the
asphalt surface may be used under almost all conditions, as well as
keeping the cost of maintenance down.
The best take-off surface for the high jump, according to the
survey, varied a great deal.
of material were suggested.

Eighteen different materials or combinations
Those materials indicated by two or more

coaches, the percentage of times mentioned in each section, and the
totals are shown in the table on page 44.
Weight circles having a diameter of seven feet are prescribed for
the shot-put and the hammer throw, with the discus being thrown from
circles having a diameter of 2.5 meters, or eight feet 2.5 inches. 98
In large meets, the Games Connnittee frequently supplies the choice
of two or even three circles for the discus and harmner.

These circles

may consist of "skinned turf," clay, grass, clay-cinders, asphalt, or a
combination of cinders and pulverized builder's cement.99

However, the

trend in the colleges as well as many high schools at present is for
the weight circles to be constructed of concrete.

Less maintenance as

well as an all-weather surface is provided with this type of s4rface.
Because of the fact that the hammer and discus throw usually
involve pivoting on the feet, careful consideration must be given to
97rbid., p. 508.
98rbid.
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TABLE 4

FREQUENCY OF MENTION OF MATERIAL
FOR HIGH JUMP TAKE-OFF d
Material

E.%

M.W.%

S.%

W.%

Total

Cinders and Clay
Clay
Cinders and Loam
Cinders
Grass
Black top or Asphalt
Sand, Clay, Cinders
Dirt
Wood
Sand and Clay

58.0
19.3

40.0
20.0
10.7
09.2
07.7
03.1

31.3
21.7
15.6

25.0
29.1
08.3
04.1

39.4
21.7
09.2
05.2
05.2
03.9
03.9
02.6
01.3
01.3

dlbid.

03.2
03.2
06.4
03.2
03.2

03.1
01.5

06.2
06.2
09.4
03.1
04.1
08.3
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both the texture of the circle material and the style of spiked shoes
worn.99

For this reason, the top dressing must be of a nature so as

not to impede the footwork so vital in the completion of these events.
The same plan used in constructing the running oval may also be
applied to the weight circles.
Subsurface drainage is of importance.

However, protection from

heavy rainfall is given greater consideration.

Fortunately, the small

size of the circles make it possible to cover them over with heavy
canvas when necessary.100
The location of the field events within the infield, or elsewhere,
of the oval track often times proves to be a headache.

As was mentioned

previously, provisions must be made with regard to the pleasure of the
spectator.

If the spectator is not permitted an over-all view of

"what's going on," interest will decline rapidly.
Within the questionnaire a drawing of an oval track was included.
The .. person answering the question was asked to place the field event
activities within the area which he felt would be most desirable.

When

the returns were tabulated, no similarity of layouts could be observed,
and the results were combined, and for each field event a list of the
four most popular locations for each event is shown in the table on
page 46.
In a number of instances, coaches used a combined set of runways
for the pole vault and broad jump, thus explaining the number of votes
for these two events.
99 Ibid.
lOOibid., p. 509.
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TABLE 5

LOCATION OF FIELD EVENTS e
Broad Jump

Total

~

Vault

Total

Parallel to west side ••••• 93
Parallel to east side ••••• 33
Across south end •••••••••• 3
Across north end •••••••••• 3
Outside of infield •••••••• 3

Parallel to west side ••••••••• 81
Parallel to east side ••••••••• 40
Across south end •••••••••••••• 5
Across north end •••••••••••••• 4

South end ••••••••••••••••• 42

Southwest corner •••••••••••••• 29
Center of south end ••••••••••• 17
Outside of the field south •••• 15
Outside of the field north •••• 15

North end . .•...••.•.••..... 36

Center of west side ••••••• 20
Southwest corner •••••••••• 8
Discus

~

Outside of field north •••• 25
Southwest corner •••••••••• 21
Northeast corner •••••••••• 21
Outside of field south •••• 10

Javelin Throw
Center of infield ••••••••••••• 66
Outside of infield •••••••••••• 17
East side of infield •••••••••• 16
West side of infield •••••••••• 3

In the hammer throw twenty-six coaches indicated a separate
field and only two placed the event inside of the infield.
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The following points were included within the questionnaire and
are here listed becau;e often times they are subjects for discussion.
"What do you feel should be the minimtun distance from the finish
line to the end of the track? 11101

The West averaged 67.l feet; the

South 68.8 feet; the Middle West 72.9 feet and the East 71.3 feet.102
The interesting point here is that the Middle West, the areas where
indoor track with its limited space flourishes, demanded longer
distances from the finish line to the end of the track.103
"Assuming that you place the pole vault and broad jump runway
parallel to the track, how far from the track should they be? 11 104

This

question received a wide range of answers as witness the spread of
almost six feet between the averages of the West and East.
averages are as follows:

The

East 19.3 feet; South 17.2 feet; Middle West

13.6 feet; West 13.4 feet, with the national average being 15.5 feet. 105

lOl"Survey of Track and Field Facilities," loc. cit.
l0 2Ibid.
lOJibid.
l04Ibid.
l05Ibid.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY

To suunnarize what has been included within this report with regard
to the construction of a track and field facility, it can be pointed
out that one of the most important factors preceeding actual construction is that of planning.
Planning may vary from a mere idea to a complete set of
prints.

blue~

However, a mere idea is not enough, and it is necessary that

all the processes which are essential to the final completion of the
facility be included.
Two specific types of planning were brought out, namely, cooperative planning and functional planning, as well as several points with
regard to the chief school officer, architect, guides for the selection
of architects, information which may be supplied the architect, costs,
and errors in the planning of facilities.
From these, it may be seen that there is much more than just the
birth of an idea.

Planning must be carried out to its fullest extent

by all responsible, including lay as well as professional people, if
benefits are to be realized upon completion of the facility.
Upon the completion of the planning procedures actual construction
may begin.
Conclusions as to

11

wha.t track and field construction and material

used" is best, is difficult to determine since many factors such as the
48
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attitudes of the individual coaches, climate, cost, philosophies, etc.,
enter into each particular situation.

However, on the basis of the

material presented within this paper the "most acceptable 11 materials,
techniques, procedures, placements, etc. with regard to the construction
of a track and field facility are as follows:
Measurements
1.
2.
3.

The most acceptable track seems to be a circular one
measuring four laps to the mile, having a 120 yard straightaway on one side and a 220 yard straightaway on the other.
The width of the track should be six lanes wide on the
curves and backstretch and eight lanes wide on the straightaway.
A radius of 110 feet or over for the curves was desired.
Construction

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

The drainage system used will depend largely on the section
of the country where the track would be located, as well as
such factors as climatic conditions, porosity of soil, etc.
as discussed within the paper.
The actual depth of excavation will again be determined by
such factors as the porosity of the soil, frost line, rainfall, etc.
A curb between three and four inches high and between four
and five inches wide was most desirable.
The curbing may or may not be placed on both sides of the
body of the track.
Concrete was the most desirable material to be used for
the curbing.
The total depth of excavation of the track body is determined to a large extent by such factors as climate nature
of the soil, cost, etc., which, in turn, would determine
such points as the number of inches of rough cinders which
should be used, the size of the cinders, and whether stone,
brick, etc. rather than cinders should be used.
For the top dressing a mixture of sifted cinders and clay
or loam was favored. However, more and more tracks are
being constructed with the top dressing consisting of an
asphalt or rubberized asphalt composition.
The average thickness of the top dressing was three inches.
The track should be level rather than having a slight slope
to either side. However, weather conditions may determine
what should be constructed.
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Field Events
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Field event areas may or may not be constructed with the
same materials used on the construction of the running
oval.
The length of the broad jump runway should be 126 feet.
The pole vault and broad jump pits should be arranged to
permit use from both sides.
The broad jump landing pit should be constructed of
ordinary builders sand.
The length of the pole vault runway should be approximately
125 feet.
The landing pits of both the pole vault and high jump
should contain sawdust.
The material used for the take-off area of the high jump
should contain cinders and clay. However, here again
much experimentation with regard to asphalt composition
has taken place, and are growing in acceptance.
The weight circles may or may not be constructed with the
same materials used for the running oval.

The location of the various field event areas within or outside
of the track infield were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Broad jump--inside and parallel to the west side.
Pole vault--inside and parallel to the west side.
High jump--inside and in the southwest corner.
Shot put--inside and in the south corner.
Discus--outside of the field and north.
Javelin--inside and in the center of the infield.
Hammer--outside.

From the above summary it can be concluded that much in the way
of planning, financial backing, and other preparations are necessary for
the completion of an adequate track and field facility.
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